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➢ Getting Started with Databases - Communication Guide;
  What: A link on your sakai menu, the guide will suggest appropriate databases to find by topic articles published in a variety of journals. JHU subscribes to over 900 databases. The Communication Research guide suggests the resources to try for literature in your field. Particularly explore the Home tab, [core databases]; Online Resources tab [additional recommendations], Newspapers tab

[Search Core Communication Resources]

Find articles, book chapters, and other research documents by searching below.

Want to search more databases and collections? Select another tab from above.

Communication + Journalism
Search

Core

- ABI/Inform Global
- Academic Search Complete
- Business Source Premier
- Communication & Mass Media Complete
- Communication Studies: A SAGE Full-Text Collection

Comments (0)
How To/Hints: Search across all the checked databases or click on the name of a single database for more refined searching. Click the little 🤔 to find out more information about a database.

Once in a database, use keywords, truncation if appropriate (ex) offensive language or swear* or curs*

Pull down all menus to see options for searching. Databases look different but generally operate the same.

Working with Results

FIND IT Use Findit if the full-text of the article is not readily available. If not available electronically, follow the link to obtain via Interlibrary Loan, (ILL) remember, you are an MSE (Milton S. Eisenhower Library borrower). Following this path will guide you to create an Interlibrary loan account. However, if you wish to create an ILL account in advance, go to http://ils.library.jhu

Take advantage of features in the database such as sorting by relevance, limiting to peer-reviewed journals, looking at subject terms assigned to relevant articles, saving your work, cite (to see suggestions for formatting in APA style), emailing, downloading, etc.

➢ Refworks
  What: Free tool to help manage all those relevant citations you find while searching databases. When writing papers, this tool helps to produce notes and bibliographies. See APA Tab on the Communication guide for tutorials and more information on Refworks. If ever asked for Group code RWJHMI.

➢ Finding Known Articles Or Determine If A Journal Is Electronically Available
  What: When you have the citation (journal, vol, pgs, etc) of what you are seeking use The Search a Citation Tab on the Communication Guide to find that article. Also use a feature of this tool to find if a particular journal is available in one or more or our databases.

  Hint: For more about a particular journal, see Ulrich’s-- a database to find out more about a particular journal...Is it peer-reviewed; is it indexed in any particular database and more
LexisNexis – more bang for your buck for Newspapers
  o Use the News form more helpful than Easy Search or Power Search
  o Lexis has special connectors w/sentence; w/paragraph
  o Use the features on the left of your results to see which Newspapers are represented in the results

How to Request Books; owned by JHU
  Use the Books tab to search the JHU catalog. Search for the book you wish to borrow down to click the blue request button. If you are out-of-state, JHU books can be sent to you. Email us at washrocklibraries@jhu.edu for more details.

Theses
  The Communication theses are in the Washington Library and circulate like books. See the theses tab on the Communication Guide
    • Honors Communication program theses are online @ (Scroll down to see the honor theses)